
Mathematica Project 1: due January, 31st, at 11:59pm

Multivariate Calculus, MTH 212, Spring 2018

Turn in the project by uploading your Mathematica notebook to the appropriate folder

at http://LIVE.wilkes.edu at anytime before 11:59 pm on Wednesday, 1/31/18.

The name of your .nb file should identify you clearly. (A good example of a name could be

John Smith Project1.nb.)

Inside your notebook:

Use the text input mode to start your notebook with your name and project number.

Make sure all the problems are clearly labeled and all questions answered. (Failure to follow

these directions will result in lost points.) Make sure that you get the required output by

evaluating the notebook, but before submitting, delete all output from your notebook

- you can find the corresponding command under ”Cell” in your notebook top panel.

Note: sorry, but late projects will not be accepted.

1. (44pts) Use Mathematica to answer the following questions about the Lissajous figure

given in Exercise 45 on page 573 of your text.

(a) (8pts) Plot the Lissajous figure. (Here you do not need a slider graph.)

(b) (22pts) Use Mathematica to compute the slopes of the two tangent lines to the

curve at the origin (need to know at what t-values both x and y equal to zero).

(c) (14pts) Read about Mathematica function Integrate and use it to compute the

length of the portion of the curve from t = 0 to t = π/2. (This is a quarter of the

full length.)

2. (32pts) Collision problem:

Two particles are moving in the xy-plane. For 0 ≤ t ≤ 2π, particle one is at the point

with coordinates (3 sin(t), 2 cos(t)) and particle two is at the point with coordinates

(3 + cos(t), 1 + sin(t)) at time t.

(a) (16pts) Plot the two paths and count the intersection points. (Do not use a slider

here.) Report the number of points in the text mode or as a comment.



(b) (16pts) Use Manipulate to make a slider graph to demonstrate how many of the

intersection points are collision points. Report the number of points in the text

mode or as a comment.

3. (24pts) Use Mathematica function PolarPlot to graph all three curves in Exercise 30

on page 581 of your text and answer the question. You do not have to confirm your

results algebraically.


